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ABSTRACT

This paper attempts to show that stress is predictable in the Pattani Malay dialect. In demonstrating this it touches on the phenomenon of geminate consonants which are considered a type of consonant cluster. It points out that geminate consonants do exist in this dialect, occurring only in word initial position as the result of consonant reduplication. Apart from their possible occurrences in loanwords, geminate consonants may also occur as the shortened free variants of the initial syllable of the full simple or prefixed words, or as the result of morpheme or functional word reductions of the full forms of words or phrases. Furthermore there is a relation between the geminate consonants and the primary stress, that is, words that have initial geminate consonants automatically receive the primary stress on the initial syllable, whereas in words with single initial consonants the primary stress normally falls on the final syllable. Thus, although there are examples in other works, which have been used to prove the phonemicness of the primary stress, it is argued in this paper that stress is in general predictable in Pattani Malay. The shifting of the primary stress from the final syllable of words with initial single consonant to the initial syllable of words with initial geminate consonants is phonetic, and is fully accounted for by a set of Pattani Malay stress rules.

1. Introduction

Pattani Malay (PM) is a dialect of the Malay language, a member of the western branch of the Malayo-Polynesian (Austrone- sian) language family.¹ It is the most widely spoken dialect in the Muslim populated southern provinces of Thailand, especially the provinces of Pattani, Yala, and Narathiwat. The name "Pattani Malay" is derived from the name of Pattani County, since it originated there when Yala and Narathiwat were still parts of Pattani County.¹ It is close to the Kelantan dialect of Malay spoken in Malaysia. Other Malay dialects spoken in Southern Thailand include Satun Malay, spoken in Satun province, Urak Lawoi (Orang Laut), Moken and Moken, which are spoken by some minorities in different coastal provinces of southern Thailand.²


MKS 15:125-138 (c)1989 See archives.sealang.net/mks/copyright.htm for terms of use.
2. Phoneme inventories

2.1 Consonants

PM has the following consonant phonemes: /p, b, t, d, c, ç, k, g, Ɂ, s, Ɉ, h, m, n, ɲ, ɳ, r, ɀ, l, w, y, z/ as presented in Chart 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manner of Articulation</th>
<th>bilabial</th>
<th>alveolar</th>
<th>palato-alveolar</th>
<th>palatal</th>
<th>velar</th>
<th>glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ventricular plosives</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>ç</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ventricular fricatives</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>ç</td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasal</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>ɲ</td>
<td>ɳ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trill</td>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lateral</td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semivowels</td>
<td>w</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chart 1: Consonant Phonemes

Other sounds, such as [kʰ, pʰ, tʰ, cʰ, ɗ] may be borrowed sounds, in which case they would normally occur in free variation with [k, p, t, c, d] respectively. Some sounds, such as [f, p̃, t̃], may also occur as the result of fast speech, and thus may occur as free variants of other sounds, or they may occur in loanwords.

2.2 Vowels

There are 12 simple vowels in Pattani Malay: they are 8 single non-nasalized vowels /i, e, ε, Ɉ, a, ɾ, o, o/ and 4 simpl
nasalized vowels /ë, ā, ū, ō/.

Vowel length is predictable. That is, in closed syllables the vowels are short, but they are long in open syllables, except /i/, which is relatively short even in open syllables. Chart 2 shows the vowel phonemes in PM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height of Tongue</th>
<th>Positions of Tongue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>front</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mid</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>ë, ē</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chart 2: Vowel Phonemes

It should be noted that [ĩ] occurs in this dialect, but is considered in this paper as an allophone of /i/, since it has been found to occur only in the environment of nasal consonants.

3. Clusters of vowels: Diphthongs

Diphthongs in PM are vowel clusters, each vowel being the nucleus of a syllable. In other words, they are considered in this paper as phonemically clusters of two vowels; for example, /ai, ae, aë, ao, au/ are two syllables each.

4. Syllables and words in Pattani Malay

The syllable of PM words can be described as consisting of a vowel, with the possibility of one or two consonants preceding the vowel, and the possibility of one final consonant. That is, the syllable structure of PM words may be tentatively summarized as (C)(C)V(C), where a single C stands for a single consonant, and CC for a possible homorganic cluster or geminate consonants, and V stands for a simple vowel, not a diphthong.

It should be noted that if syllable initial CC occurs in word initial position, it can only be geminate consonants, since only geminate consonant clusters occur word initially (e.g. /ddi-...
Yi/ 'to stand'). If syllable initial CC occurs in word non-initial position, it can only be a homorganic cluster, since only homorganic consonant clusters occur in word non-initial position (e.g. /a-mbo/ 'I'). There are no syllable-initial heterorganic clusters except as the result of syllable reduction (see Sec.5).

PM words are basically disyllabic in their root forms, e.g. /ja-oh/ 'far', /i-bu/ 'mother'. Monosyllabic root words are limited, e.g. /pon/ 'then', /yo/ 'yes'. Words of more than two syllables are mostly affixed words, e.g. /ma-kce-nce/ 'food', which is derived from /ma-kce/ 'eat', or they may be loanwords, e.g. /si-pi-no/ ~ /si-pi-yi-no/ 'perfect, complete' (Sanskrit), or else they may be compound words, e.g. /ma-to-ha-yi/ 'sun', which is derived from the words /ma-to/ 'eye' and /ha-yi/ 'day'. Some words may be syntactically derived, e.g. /ba?po/ is derived from the phrase /siba? apo/, where /siba?/ 'reason' and /apo/ 'what' are contracted and joined into one word.

5. Consonant clusters

The term "consonant cluster" in PM can refer to both non-identical consonant clusters and geminate consonants. The non-identical consonant clusters include heterorganic and homorganic clusters.

5.1 Non-identical consonant clusters

5.1.1 Heterorganic clusters

Except in loanwords, heterorganic consonant clusters do not normally occur in the full forms of the PM root words. But they may occur in word initial position as the result of initial syllable reduction. Normally the reduced syllable is a non-stressed open syllable (the "Ci" structure), and the next syllable begins with the consonant /y/.

/kviyo/ 'work', a shortened free variant of /kivijo/ /byapo/ 'how much, how many', a shortened free variant of /bivapo/

Heterorganic consonant clusters may also be found in non-root words or in loanwords, occurring across syllable boundaries in word medial position.

/kiven/ 'sending' (derived affixed word from the root /kive/ 'send')

/ba?po/ 'why' (a syntactically derived word from /siba? apo/, where /siba?/ 'reason' and /apo/ are each shortened and joined into one word)

/pe?do/ 'usefulness' (Arabic loanword)
5.1.2 Homorganic clusters

Except in loanwords, homorganic consonants in PM are nasals + voiced stops /mb, nd, n̄, n̄g/, which occur in word medial but syllable initial position. Phonetically the accompanying stops in these homorganic consonant clusters are almost inaudible, and thus are realized as post-stopped nasals [m̄, n̄, n̄, n̄g].

Pattani Malay

/mb/ as in /ambe?/ [ʔa'mbe?] 'to get'
/nd/ as in /panda/ [pa'n̄a] 'clever'
/n̄/ as in /pangçe/ [pa'n̄e] 'long'
/n̄g/ as in /pangge/ [pa'n̄ḡe] 'to call'

The homorganic nasals + voiced stops in PM are analogous to the homorganic nasals + voiced stops in Standard Malay. The above examples correspond to the following Standard Malay clusters:

/mb/ as in /ambil/ [ʔam'ibril] 'to get'
/nd/ as in /pandi/ [pan'diri] 'clever'
/n̄/ as in /panḡan/ [paŋ̄an] 'long'
/n̄g/ as in /panḡil/ [paŋ̄gil] 'to call'

As in Standard Malay, the homorganic nasals + voiced stops in Pattani Malay are treated in this paper as a cluster of two units. The difference is, in Standard Malay they occur across the syllable boundaries and are fully audible in their respective positions, but in Pattani they occur together in syllable initial position and are realized as post-stopped nasals.

5.2 Geminate consonants

In PM there are geminate consonants, which occur only in word initial position. They are phonemically treated in this paper as a cluster of identical consonants (i.e. /bb, dd, / etc.), though phonetically they may be realized as single long consonants [b:, d:] etc.

Initial geminate consonants in PM words are consonant reduplications. Their occurrences in PM words can be summed up as the result of either initial syllable reductions, initial morpheme reductions, or functional word reductions. They are also found in word initial position in many loanwords. The following will illustrate how the geminates can be derived.

(a) Initial syllable reduction

Initial geminate consonants may occur as the result of initial syllable reductions in PM full forms of words, either simple (non-prefixed) forms or prefixed forms. Words with
initial geminate consonants derived in this way are free variants of the full forms of simple or prefixed words.

(1) Geminates from simple words. These are derived by deleting the initial syllable and replacing that deleted syllable with a duplicate of the initial consonant of the remaining form. As such the initial member of these geminate consonants is the shortened free variant of the initial syllable of the full simple word.

/wwi/ 'give', shortened free variant of the simple word /buwi/.
/ddadu/ 'police', shortened free variant of the simple word /sidadu/.
/ttino/ 'woman', shortened free variant of the simple word /bítino/.
/mmato/ 'jewelry', shortened free variant of the simple word /pítma(to/.

(2) Geminates from prefixed words. These are derived by deleting the initial syllable, the "Ci" structure of the full prefixed words, and replacing the deleted syllable with a duplicate of the initial consonant of the remaining form. As such the initial member of these geminate consonants is the shortened free variant of the full prefix (if the prefix is monosyllabic) or part of the prefix (if the prefix consists of more than one syllable).

/ʒʒalɛ/ 'to walk' is the shortened free variant of the prefixed word /bícʒalɛ/. The word /bícʒalɛ/ consists of a noun stem: /ʒalɛ/ 'road, path' and a derivational prefix /bíc/. The initial geminate cluster /ʒʒ/ in the word /ʒʒalɛ/ occurs as the result of deleting the initial syllable (/bic/) of the full prefixed word, and replacing the deleted syllable with a duplicate of the initial consonant (/ʒ/) of the remaining form (/ʒalɛ/).

/ddiʋi/ 'to stand' is the shortened free variant of the prefixed word /bídhiʋi/ which consists of a stem /diʋi/ 'self' and a derivational prefix /bíd/. The initial geminate cluster /dd/ in the word /ddiʋi/ occurs as the result of deleting the initial syllable (/bíd/) of the full prefixed word, and replacing the deleted syllable with a duplicate of the initial consonant (/d/) of the remaining form (/diʋi/).

/ŋəʒi/ 'to study' is the shortened free variant of the prefixed word /mìŋəʒi/, which is derived from the stem morpheme {kəʒi} and the verbal prefix morpheme {mì}. The initial geminate consonants /ŋŋ/ in the word /ŋəʒi/ occur as the result of deleting the initial syllable (/mì/) of the full prefixed word, and replacing the deleted syllable with a duplicate of the initial consonant /ŋŋ/ of the remaining form (/ŋəʒi/).
'to paint' is the shortened free variant of the prefixed word /mīnica?/, where the noun stem /ca?/ 'paint' is prefixed by an allomorphic form /mīnī/ of the prefix {mī}14. The initial geminate consonants /ŋn/ in the word /ŋnica?/ occur as the result of the initial syllable reduction in the full prefixed word /mīnica?/ by deleting the initial syllable (/mī/) of the full prefixed form, and replacing the deleted syllable with a duplicate of the initial consonant (/ŋ/) of the remaining form (/ŋica?/).

(b) Initial morpheme reduction

(3) Geminates from initial morpheme reduction. An example of these is the case of the reduction of full reduplicated adverbs. These geminate consonants are derived by deleting the (initial) reduplicative morpheme, and replacing the deleted morpheme with a duplicate of the initial consonant of the base. As such the initial member of the geminate consonants derived in this way is the shortened free variant of the initial reduplicative morpheme of the full reduplicated word.

/bbae?/15 'well', shortened free variant of the reduplicated adverb /bae?-bae?/

/mmole?/16 'nicely, properly', shortened free variant of the reduplicated adverb /mole?-mole?/.

(4) Note that there are cases in which words with initial geminate consonants are equivalent to the Standard Malay full reduplicated words, but these words are not realized as fully reduplicated words in Pattani Malay.

/llayε/ 'a kite, a swallow' corresponds to Standard Malay /lāyε - lāyε/. But the fully reduplicated form /lAYε - lAYε/ does not occur in PM usage.

/kkuvo/ 'tortoise' corresponds to Standard Malay /kuva-kura/, but the fully reduplicated form /kuvo-kuvo/ does not occur in PM usage.

(c) Functional word reduction

Initial geminate consonants may occur as the result of functional word reduction; for example, they may be derived from the reduction of a verbal linker in the underlying verb phrase or they may be derived from the reduction of the preposition in a prepositional phrase.

(5) Geminates from reduction of the verbal linker /buwi/ 'to give' (used in the functional sense to mean 'so as to (be)') in
the underlying verb phrase. These initial geminate consonants occur as replacements for the loss of the verbal linker /buwi/, which links the main verb and the verb that follows it, by deleting the verbal linker, and replacing the deleted verbal linker with a duplicate of the initial consonant of the verb that follows it.

The verb phrase /ki'ya?---ppan'do?/\(^{17}\) 'to cut...short' is derived from the underlying verb phrase:

/ki'ya?.....buwi pan'do?/
cut ... give short
('to cut ... short')

The verb phrase /tavoh...ppan'je?/ 'to keep...long' is derived from the underlying verb phrase:

/tavoh...buwi pan'je?/
keep ... give long
('to keep ... long')

The verb phrase /basoh...ccuci/ 'to wash...clean' is derived from the underlying verb phrase:

/basoh ... buwi cucui/ 
wash ... give clean
('to wash ... clean')

(6) Geminates from preposition reduction in adverbial phrases of place or time. These are derived by deleting the prepositions and reduplicating the initial consonant of the head nouns of place or time. As such, the initial member of the geminate consonants derived in this way represents the preposition in the morpho-syntactically derived word. It is also the shortened free variant of the preposition. For example:

/ddara?/ '(to, at, from) the shore' is the shortened free variant of the prepositional phrase /ki' dava?/ 'to the shore', /di dava?/ 'at the shore', or /davi dava?/ 'from the shore', where /ki'/ 'to', /di/ 'at', /davi/ 'from' are the prepositions, and /dava?/ 'shore' is the head noun.

/ppagi/ 'since morning' is the shortened free variant of the prepositional phrase of time: /si'jo? pagi/, where /si'jo?/ 'since' is a preposition of time, and /pagi/ 'morning' the head noun.

(d) Loanwords

In addition to the above cases, it has been found that many loanwords tend to have initial geminate consonants. For example, /llop'hak/ 'police station', a loan from the Thai /lump'hak/; /tta/ 'palm tree', a loan from the Thai /ta:n/, or 'tar', a loan from
the English /tar/.

6. Initial Geminate Consonants: Condition for the Shifting of Primary Stress

Section 5 has discussed the different types of consonant clusters in PM, among them the geminate consonants. It has also discussed how initial geminate consonants of words can possibly be derived.

It can now be seen that there is a relation between geminate consonants and the primary stress; that is, words with initial geminate consonants automatically have the primary stress on the initial syllable. This is in contrast with words with initial simple consonants, where the primary stress would normally fall on the final syllable.

Thus, for instance, /buwɔh/ ['buwɔh] 'fruit', with a simple initial consonant, has the normal pattern of stress where the primary stress falls on the final syllable. But /bbuwɔh/ ['b:u,wɔh] 'to bear fruit', with the initial geminate consonants /bb/, which has morphological relation with /buwɔh/, has the primary stress on the initial syllable. Thus we get a contrastive pair

['buwɔh] 'fruit' ['b:u,wɔh] 'to bear fruit'

Likewise, for a similar reason we get contrastive pairs

['di'vi] 'self' ['d:i,vi] 'to stand'

['ja'le] 'road, path' ['j:a,le] 'to walk'

/kída/ ['kída] 'shop', with a simple initial consonant, has the normal pattern of stress, where the primary stress falls on the final syllable. But /kkída/ ['k:kí,da] '(to, at, from) the shop', which has a syntactic relationship with /kída/ but has the geminate /kk/, bears the primary stress on the initial syllable. Thus we get a contrastive pair

[kída] 'shop' ['k:í,da] 'to, at, from the shop'

/mató/ ['mâ'to] 'eye', with a simple initial consonant, has the normal pattern of stress, where the primary stress falls on the final syllable. But /mmató/ ['m:mâ,tó] 'jewelry', with initial geminate consonants (having no morphological or syntactic relation with /mató/ 'eye') has the primary stress on the initial syllable. So we have a contrastive pair

['mâ'to] 'eye' ['m:mâ,tó] 'jewelry'

The evidence of such contrastive pairs as shown above has led other linguists to conclude that the primary stress is phonemic.18 It is the viewpoint of this paper, however, that stress is predictable in PM. That is, it can be stated in
general that words of ordinary full forms, that is, those with simple initial consonants, have the normal pattern of stress, where the primary stress falls on the final syllable. However, for words with initial geminate consonants, the primary stress falls on the initial syllable. As for the contrastive pairs shown in the examples above, we may say that the shifting of the primary stress from the final syllable in words with simple initial consonants to the initial syllable in words with initial geminate consonants is phonetic, and is predictable. That is, initial geminate consonants of PM words cause the primary stress to automatically fall on that very syllable where the geminate consonants are.

To sum up, this paper acknowledges the existence of geminate consonants as clusters of two identical consonants, which may be phonetically realized as single long consonants. The existence of this kind of consonant, which occurs only word initial, conditions the shifting of the primary stress from the final syllable (of words with simple initial consonants) to the initial syllable (of words with geminate initial consonants). This, in turn, suggests that stress is non-phonemic in PM.

7. A Complete Set of Stress Rules

To account for the statement that stress is predictable in PM, the following is the set of stress rules in PM:

(a) words with initial simple consonants

(1.) Every word with an initial single consonant has a syllable that bears a primary stress. If the word is monosyllabic, it bears primary stress. In a word of more than one syllable the primary stress is on the last syllable. Thus if the word is disyllabic, the primary stress will be on the second syllable, or if the word is trisyllabic, the primary stress will be on the third syllable. The rest of the syllables will bear a secondary (weak) stress or no stress, depending on the further conditions which will be mentioned in rules 2a and 2b.

/nɔʔ/ ['nɔʔ] 'wish, want'
/dai̯lɛ/ ['dai̯lɛ] 'in, deep'
/g'ilisɔh/ [gi̯l'i̯sɔh] 'restless'

(2.) For words of more than one syllable:
(2a.) If a non-final syllable has the open vowel /i/, that syllable will be unstressed.

/tiŋɔh/ [tiŋɔh] 'half'
/pi'tɛ/ [pi'tɛ] 'evening'
/bilakɛ/ [biłakɛ] 'back'

(2b.) Non-final syllables, whether open or closed syllables, th
have vowels other than /i/, will have secondary stress.

/makoc/ ['mako,ko'nɔ] 'food'
/buwɔh/ ['buwɔh] 'fruit'
/jalɔ/ ['jalɔ] 'road, path'
/divi/ ['di'vi] 'self'
/pimato/ ['pi,mato] 'jewelry'

(b) words with initial geminated consonants

(3.) Words with initial geminated consonants will have the primary stress on the initial syllable, and other syllables will bear secondary stress.

/bbuwɔh/ ['b:u,wɔh] 'to bear fruit'
/jjalo/ ['ja,lo] 'to walk'
/ddivio/ ['d:i,vi] 'to stand'
/mmato/ ['m:a,tɔ] 'jewelry'
NOTES

*This paper was presented under my former name Pitsamai Intarakchat at the 18th Conference on Sino-Tibetan Languages and Linguistics, 27-29 August 1985, organized by Ramkhamhaeng University, Bangkok.*

1. Pitsamai 1984:3-4.
2. See Hogan 1972 for more information on Urak Lawoi, Moken and Moken.
4. Note should be made concerning [r] in connection with [ɣ] in PM: [ɣ] occurs in native words such as [/?,o'oe/] 'people', [/má'yo/] 'come', [/da'ya?] 'shore', and also in loanwords such as [/va'bu] 'Wednesday' (Arabic), [/veŋ] 'energy' (Thai). On the other hand, in some loanwords, such as foreign names, [r] fluctuates with [ɣ], for instance [/bi,re'heŋ] ~ [/bi,veŋ'heŋ] 'a man's name' (Arabic). However, in many loanwords [r] and [ɣ] are not used interchangeably; for example, [r], not [ɣ], occurs in [/ro,di'yu] 'radio', [/a:'ra?] 'Arab'; and [ɣ], not [r], occurs in [/va'so] 'feeling', [/vɔ?] 'to be capable of'. Thus from a synchronic point of view /r/ can be considered a separate phoneme distinct from /ɣ/.
5. Although [z] is found in loanwords, and in most cases occurs in free variation with [ʒ], it has become a fixed sound in some words.
7. Diphthongs are represented by VV, where each V represents the nucleus of a separate syllable.
8. Very often they are inaudible.
9. [ʔ] is considered a phonetic accompaniment of the vowel in word initial position, and is therefore not considered a phoneme in this position. For simplicity purposes the details on vowel length will be left out in all the phonetic representations of words. ['] before and above the syllable represents primary stress, [,] before and below the syllable represents secondary stress. Unstressed syllables will not be marked.
10. Earlier works such as the Pattani Malay-Thai Dictionary and Maneerat 1981 hold different views on these homorganic clusters. According to the Pattani Malay-Thai Dictionary these clusters occur syllable initially, although the stops that accompany the nasal are said to be inaudible. Thus for the word meaning 'goat' this is phonemically represented as /ka-mbeŋ/. According to Maneerat, however, these clusters occur across the syllable boundaries. For example, the word meaning 'goat' is phonemically represented as /,ka'mbeŋ/, and phonetically as [,ka'mbeŋ].
11. In most cases the initial geminate consonants in monosyllabic words that are derived in this manner occur in free variation with initial single consonants. E.g. /buwi/ 'to give' may be freely shortened to /wi/ or /wi/.
12. Notice, however, the instance of /bbuwəh/ 'to bear fruit', which consists of a noun stem /buwəh/ 'fruit', and a prefix: the initial reduplicative consonant of the initial consonant of the stem. This word corresponds to the Standard Malay /bəbuah/ 'to bear fruit', in which the prefix /bə/ is affixed to the noun stem /buah/ 'fruit'. In PM, however, the full prefixed form is not used if the initial consonant of the prefix is identical to that of the stem. Thus, instead of the expected full affixed form: /bɨbbuwəh/, only the reduced affixed form /bbuwəh/ is adopted in PM usage.

13. Some morphophonemic change occurs in the affixational process in the word /mɨŋəji/. That is, the allomorph /mɨŋ/ of the prefix is chosen to occur with the stem /kəjɨ/. Then the initial voiceless stop (/k/) of the stem is deleted. Thus the final consonant (/q/) of the prefix allomorph /mɨŋ/ becomes the initial consonant of the stem, resulting in a prefixed form /mɨŋəjɨ/.

14. The allomorph /mɨŋ/ is prefixed to monosyllabic stems that begin with a consonant.

15. This may occur in a sentence such as /dudo? bbae?/ 'stay well'.

16. This may occur in a sentence such as /jjalə mbələ?/ 'walk properly'.

17. ...represents a possible occurrence of a noun.

18. Among them is Maneerat (1981:68) who claims that the primary stress is "a contrastive unit" in PM. "That is, the alteration of the position of the primary stress in disyllabic words will change the syntactic meaning of the words."
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